
Our allocation for 2012-13 is about 20,000 greater than last year, however we have 
slightly less carryover (based on current estimates only $15,000 compared to $40,000).  
Her are the numbers.

Budget Amount Carryover Est Sub Total

Site Control 79240 0 79240

SCE 71440 5000 76440

LEP 50529 10000 60529

Total 201209 15000 216209

Process

Staff input will be solicited on May 18th meeting.  Above proposals will be added to 
online survey as well as proposals created by staff at May 18th meeting.  Staff opinions 
will be weighed to determine which proposal best align with our work around 
instructional improvement and student learning.

Change Proposals

Two Pull out days for Dual Immersion ($3500):  This specialized program demands time 
for the staff to maintain and improve on the work that has been accomplished to date.  
The planning time will be supplemented by two days financed through funds made 
during Mexican Fiesta in the fall.  (Command)

KIDCO - The Grant that covered $20,000 of the $27,000 KIDCO program is no longer 
available (though there is some hope that it will be put back in the state budget).  I have 
spoken to the PTG, who is going to discuss the possibility of giving our school $10,000 
for technology, which would free up another $10,000 from site control to apply to this 
position.  That would get us over 1/2 way to the total.  We can either a) seek a school to 
split services with Gayle or consider funding the additional $10,000 out of site funds. 
(Consultation)

Accelerated Reader - Recommend elimination and use money to buy books $1000 per 
grade level per year forever in order to obtain books aligned to the common core or ...  I 
will only propose this to SSC if the staff agrees.  If I fail to persuade them of my thinking 
and rationale, I will gladly leave this on the budget as is. (Consultation - Consensus)

Professional Development - We have $10,000 in Professional Development (same as 
last year).  This proposal includes $4000 for ILT pull out days and another $5000 for 
subs (2 every 2 weeks) in order to schedule ongoing peer observations.  We have done 
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this once or twice this year and it is greatly appreciated.  This format would allow every 
teacher to observe and be observed once a month all year long.   This would help us 
perfect and improve our work around writing instruction. (Consultation)

Grade Level Money - Recommend the money be spent as a grade level and not a 
classroom.  The rationale is so that grade levels make unified decisions on curriculum 
and resources that will be used in every class.
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